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In this paper we examine the group GA,((k)) of k-algebra 
automorphisms ofthe ring of (formal) power series inn variables over a 
commutative Q-algebra k.
First, we give a decomposition of the group in terms of two subgroups: 
the subgroup of automorphisms with jacobian determinant one and the 
subgroup of “pseudo-homotheties,” whichcan be described asnonlinear 
analogues of (linear) homotheties ina vector space. 
Using the above decomposition we classify the closed normal subgroups 
of GA,((k)) when n >, 3. We show that hey are essentially parametrized by 
a pair of sequences of ideals in k; one sequence imposing congruence 
relations on the pseudo-homotheties, the other imposing congruence 
relations on the components of jacobian determinant one. 
These results are essentially group theoretic analogues of the phenomena 
occurring inthe Lie algebra ga,(k) of derivations of a polynomial ring. 
This paper should be considered asa sequel to [5], in which we discuss 
and solve the corresponding problems in ga,(k). InSection 3, 4, and 5 we 
will freely use, sometimes without recalling it, the notation introduced in
cf4 
In Section 1 we give adescription of the elements of the group GA,((k)). 
In Section 2 we highlight the connection provided by the exponential map, 
between the group and its “Lie algebra.” Using this connection we describe 
in Section 3 the closed normalized subgroups of the group GAL((k)) of 
automorphisms with trivial linear part. In Section 4 we extend these results 
to the group GAz((k)) of automorphisms that stabilize th ideal of kcc”” 
generated byall the variables. Finally, inSection 5 we unravel the results of
the previous section i the case where k is a held of characteristic zero. 
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1. THE DECOMPOSITION OF GA,((k)) 
We start by establishing the notation that we will use throughout. We fix 
a commutative Q-algebra k and an integer n > 2. We set: 
kc”] ring of polynomials inX, ,..., X,over k; 
kfi”l submodule of homogeneous polynomials ofdegree 
din kc”‘; 
(X) = @ ky’ ideal of kc”] generated byX, ,..., X,;
d,l 
k[[“ll ring of (formal) power series in
X , ,,.., X, over k; 
((X))= fl k5”’ ideal of kcc”I1 generated byX, ,..., X, . 
dS1 
We will endow kc”] with the topology defined by the powers of the ideal 
(X), and similarly for kcc”I1. We remark that kcc”ll is the completion f 
kc”] in this topology. 
We denote by GA,((k)) the group of continuous k-algebra 
automorphisms of k CCnll. Such an automorphism F is determined by its 
values on X, ,..., X, that we will denote by 1;(l),..., F’“‘.GAE((k)) denotes 
the subgroup consisting of automorphisms that preserve the ideal ((X)), 
thus of automorphisms for which F”’ has no constant term, for all i. First 
of all we compare the two groups GA,((k)) and GAE((k)). 
PROPOXTION (1.1). (i) For each n-tuple (a, ,..., a,)consisting of nilpotent 
elements of k, there is an automorphism TE GA,((k)) such that T”’ = 
Xi + ai. (T is called a “translation.“) 
(ii) If F is a continuous endomorphism ofk CCnll, F”)has nilpotent con- 
stant erm. 
(iii) Any element FE GA,((k)) can be written as F= T. F’ where 
F’ E GAE((k)) and T is a translation (with nilpotent constants). 
(iv) If k is reduced (i.e., does not have nonzero nilpotent elements), 
then GA,( (k)) = GAE( (k)). 
ProoJ (iii) and (iv) clearly follow from (i) and (ii). 
To prove (i) we observe that T: Xi H Xi + ai defines anautomorphism of 
kc”‘. If N is the index of nilpotency ofthe ideal generated bythe a’s, then T 
maps the ideal (X)” to (X). Thus T is a continuous endomorphism of kc”‘, 
hence it extends to the completion kcc”ll. 
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To prove (ii) we only need to observe that continuity ofF ensures that, 
for some N$O, F: ((X))” -+ ((X)). Therefore (F”)(0))N = (fl”)N (0) =
F(X”)(O)=O since F(XN)e((X)). 
Define now l?’ as the algebra of linear endomorphisms of kt[“]] that 
preserve all the powers af the ideal ((X)). For heuristic reasons, even 
though Id E i?‘, we will view GAz((k)) as a subset of Id + P. The ideals 
Ed= {LE@IL[((X))~]C((X))~+‘, Ve20) 
form a central filtration of l?‘, and P is complete with respect to it. By 
virtue of this observation we can consider infinite sums of linear 
endomorphisms xd3 0 L,, provided that Ld~ Ed. We also remark that, for 
d> 1, Id + Ed is a multiplicative subgroup of (p)‘, the inverse of 
L = Id - N being given by L-’ = CeaO N’. Again it makes sense to 
consider infinite products L, . L, . L, . . . , provided that Ld E Id + Ed. 
The filtration (Ed) dacc gives rise to a filtration on GAz((k)), defined by 
the subgroups: 
GAf((k)) = GAIj((k)) n (Id + Ed). 
We remark that FEGA~((~)) if and only if FeGAl]((k)) and F(f)zf 
mod((X))d’e for allfe ((X))e. Using this observation we can easily see that 
the commutator (GAi( k)), GA;( (k))) is contained inGAz+‘((k)); that is, 
the filtration (GA,d((k))),,, is central inGAlj((k)). 
It is easily verified that he induced topology on GAE((K)) coincides with 
the topology defined by the filtration above, Thus a subgroup H is closed if 
and only if it is closed under infinite products F, * F1 . F, . F3 . .. ,with 
Fde H n GAf((k)). Our aim is to classify all closed normal subgroups of 
W3(k)). 
We introduce some notation. IfF is a k-algebra endomorphism of /~r~“~‘, 
we denote by J(F) the jacobian matrix of F (i.e., thematrix (LJ(~X,))/C~X,)), 
by j(F) its jacobian determinant (i.e., det(J(I;))), and by Jo(F), jo(F) the 
constant erms of J(F) and j(F), respectively. We remark that, in this 
context, he chain rule reads as: 
J(FG)=F(J(G)).J(F), (1.2) 
M-G) = F(AG)) .AF). (1.3) 
Since GAlj((k)) acts trivially on the constants, itfollows from (1.2) 
that the map F’H J,(F) -’ defines a group homomorphism 
J,-’ :GAz((k)) + CL,(k) whose kernel is easily seen to be GA!,((k)). This 
homomorphism admits a splitting g H dg, where q5g is defined by 
” 
@'= 1 &X. J if (pii) =g-i. 
j= I 
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For an element fez kcc”“, we will simply write gf instead of 4,(f). 
This splitting provides a decomposition: 
GAI)((k)) = GA;((k)) >a GL,(k). (1.4) 
PROPOSITION (1.5). Let FE l? be a k-algebra endomorphism ofkcc”ll. 
Then F is invertible if and only if j,(F) Ek x. 
Proof: We recall first that apower seriesfis a unit in kcc”ll if and only 
if its constant erm is a unit in k. Therefore if F is an invertible 
endomorphism, bythe chain rule its jacobian determinant j(F) is a unit in 
k[[“ll, hence its constant term j,(F) is a unit in k. 
Conversely, assuming that j,( F) E k x, it follows that g= J,- ‘(I;) E GL,(k), 
and one can verify immediately that g-’ . F (= 4; l. F) belongs to Id + E’. 
Since Id + E’ is a subgroup of (L?)“, it follows that g-l. F is invertible. 
Therefore F = g. (g - ’ . F) is invertible. 
COROLLARY (1.6). The group GAl)((k)) iscomplete with respect to the 
filtration (GA,d((k)))d,,,. 
Proof: We only need to show that GAlj((k)) isclosed in i?. So let 
(J’,chcao be asequence in GAz((k)) converging toan element Fin l?. Since 
for k big enough F(“- F:)E ((A))‘, itfollows that j,,(F) =jO(Fk) Ek x, thus 
F is invertible. Moreover Fk is a k-algebra endomorphism, so I;k(fg) = 
Fk(f). F,(g) for all f, g E kcc”I1. Taking the limit on both sides, we get 
F( fg) = F(f) . F(g). Therefore F is an invertible k-algebra endomorphism, 
i.e., FE GAE((k)). 
Corollary (1.6) basically asserts hat he group GAz((k)) is built up from 
the successive quotients GA,d((k))/GA,d+ ‘((k)). When d = 0, we have seen in 
(1.4) that the quotient is the linear group GL,(k). Now we identify these 
quotients for d 2 1. 
We denote by ga,(k) the Lie algebra of k-derivations of the polynomial 
ring kc”], and by ga,(k), the submodule of homogeneous derivations of 
degree d (i.e., those derivations which map homogeneous polynomials of
degree to homogeneous polynomials ofdegree d+ e). We then have: 
PROPOSITION (1.7). Let d2 1. Define pd: GAf((k)) -+ ga,(k)d by 
pd( F) : Xi H fi;; ,= homogeneous component of degree d+ 1 of pi’. Then pd 
induces a GL,(k)-equivariant isomorphism: 
pd: GA:((k))/GA:+‘((k)) --* g%(k),. 
Proof. It is easily verified that pd is a GL,(k)-equivariant group 
d+ 1 homomorphism with kernel GA,, (( k)). It remains to be seen that it is 
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onto. Let DE gan(k)d and let pi = 0(X;). Then p, is homogeneous of degree 
d+ 1, so the k-algebra endomorphism defined by F(‘) = Xi +pi belongs to 
Id + Ed, hence to GAf((k)). Thus D=&,(E) belongs to the image of pd. 
Since t&(k), is a k-module, and k is a Q-algebra, GAt((k))/GAt+ ‘((k)) 
is a torsion free group. Since nd, r GAt((k)) = { 1 ), we have: 
COROLLARY (1.8). GA,l,((k)) is u torsion free group. 
For iE {l,..., n} and fe ((X)) independent ofXi, we denote by E{ the 
automorphism defined by E{(X,) = Xi for i# i, E{(Xi) = XL +J Such an 
automorphism is called “elementary”. The following properties are easily 
verified: 
Elf’g = E{. Ef; 
FE{F- I = EE“f) if F is an automorphism stabilizing 
kC LX, ,..., 2j ..., X,]] and fixing X,. (1.9) 
We denote by EAz((k)) the closed subgroup of GAz((k)) generated byall 
elementary automorphisms, and by EAf((k)) the closed subgroup 
generated bythe conjugates via E,,(k) of those Ers which lie in GA$((k)). 
Here E,,(k) denotes the subgroup of S,,(k) generated by elementary 
matrices 
(LX is in the (i,j) position). 
We also denote by SA,O((k)) the subgroup of GAI]((k)) consisting of
automorphisms with jacobian determinant one, and by SA,d((k)) its inter- 
section with GA,d((k)). We remark that EA$((k)) c SAz((k)) and that 
SAlj( k)) = SA;( (k)) >a X,(k). 
THEOREM (1.10) (Anick, Bass). SAA( (k)) = EAi( (k)). 
As an immediate consequence ofthis fact, if EA,l,(k) denotes the group 
generated byE,(k)-conjugates of lementary automorphisms E{ where f is 
a polynomial with f (0) = 0, then EA,!(k) is dense in SAi(k). 
We also remark that theorem (1.10) is the “power series” version of a 
well known conjecture involving the corresponding subgroups of the group 
GA,(k) of automorphisms ofkc”]. 
Denote by sa,(k) the submodule of ga,(k) consisting of k-derivations of 
kc”] with zero divergence (the divergence ofa derivation D is defined by 
Div(D) = XI= r ~(D(.Y,))/cW,); andby es,(k), its intersection with ga,(k),. 
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LEMMA (1.11). Let d 2 1 and let pd be the map defined in proposition 
( 1.7). Then 
PAWNU = ean(k)d = Pd(EA:(k))). 
Proof. For an element F of GAf((k)), write Pi’ = Xi +pi + qi where 
PiEkY?19 qiE((W) d+2 It is easily seen that the homogeneous component ’ 
of degree d of the jacobian determinant ofF is exactly C;=, 8pi/8Xi= 
Div(C;=, pi8/aXi) = DiV(,Ud(F)), This implies that &SA,d((k))) c sa,(k),. 
For the other inclusion, we remark that pd(E,4t((k))) is an E,(k)- 
invariant additive subgroup of es,(k),. Then by Theorem (3.1) of [5], 
there is an ideal Zof k such that pd(EAi((k))) = sai(k),. (eaA(k), denotes 
the submodule of derivations D Ees,(k), such that D(Xi 
d 
has coefficients i  
I.) In particular, Z must contain the coefficients of ,q,(E, 2+‘) = Xi+ l. 8/8X,. 
Then Z= k, i.e., Pu,(EA,d((k)) = WWd. Moreover pAEA,d( (k))) c
Zq,(SA$ (k))), so the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem (1.10). In general two closed subgroups H and K of a 
complete group G coincide if and only if H n Gd and Kn G” coincide 
modulo G“+’ for all d> 1. In our case we must show that SAt((k)) and 
EAk( (k)) A GA$ (k)) coincide modulo GA 4’ ‘((k)), i.e., that they have the 
same image under pLd. Since EAi((k)) c EAi((k)) n GAf((k)) c SAf((k)), 
and the two extreme groups have the same image under pd by 
Lemma (1.1 l), it follows that all these subgroups coincide modulo 
GAz+‘((k)). We remark that his also shows that: 
EA:((k)) = SA:((kN for all db 1, 
hence EA$(k)) is normal in SAz((k)). 
To complete the discussion, we should add the following: 
(1.12) 
PROPOSITION (1.13). EAJi((k)) = EAA((k)) >Q E,(k). 
Proof: Let E be an elementary automorphism in EAt((k)). Then 
E= eE’ where e E E,(k) and E’ E EAk((k)). Thus any element FE EAl)((k)) 
can be written as: 
F=e,E;e2E2.*.e,E:=(e, . ..e.)-(f;'E;fi)...(f;-'lE:-,f,-,).E:, 
where eiE E,(k), E:E EAL((k)) and fi= ei+ 1 ... e,E E,(k); thus F= e* E 
with e = e, . . . e, E E,(k) and E’=(f;‘E; f,)...(f;?,E:-, fr-,). 
E; E EA;( (k)). Q.E.D. 
Theorem (1.10) gives a rather explicit description of the elements of 
SAA((k)) (they are limits of products of E,,(k)-conjugates of elementary 
automorphisms). We now describe the remaining elements of GAjJ(k)). 
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For brevity, denote the group of invertible power series (/c~~“~~)” by P. 
We call an element F of GAlj((k)) a “pseudo-homothety” if there is anfe P 
such that 
vi E {l,..., n) : Pi’ =fX,. 
We denote such an F by A,. We set: 
M((k)) = V,l fe PI; 
AA,d((k))=AA~((k))nGA,d((k))= {A,( f 1 mod((X))d}. 
We remark also that pAdA:(( = kpld, where A = C Xi. a/J,%‘, is the 
Euler derivation. 
PROPOSITION (1.14). dA$(k)) is u closed subgroup, normalized by 
GL(k). 
Proof. We only need to prove the proposition for d = 0; all other cases 
follow by intersecting with GAi((k)). If f, gE P, then (A,A,)(Xi) = 
A,lgXi) = A/ig)fXi, th us /iJ-/1,=/i, where h=A,(g)f. Note that A, is 
invertible since &,(A,) =f(O)” is a unit in k if fe P. Thus, setting 
g=/l;‘(f-I), we have A,A,=A,=Id, so A7’=A,EdAz((k)). 
To show that ,4AJI((k)) is closed we simply have to observe that it can be 
defined bythe equations X,F”’ = X,F”’ for all i, Jo (l,..., n}. Normalization 
by GL,(k) follows from the following formula which is easily verified: 
gA,g-’ = A& (g E G&z(k), f 6 0. (1.15) 
THEOREM (1.16). Any element of GAj,((k)) has a unique decomposition 
F= A,-. S with f= 1 mod ((X)) and SE SA!,((k)). 
We remark that he above decomposition is the analogue of the decom- 
position fa derivation D Ega,(k) as D =fd + D’ with fe kc”], D’ E sa,(k) 
(see [S, Proposition (1.6)]). 
In order to prove the theorem we need the following two simple lemmas, 
whose proof we will postpone. 
LEMMA (1.17). Let f~ P, then j(AJ =f”-‘(f+ Af). 
LEMMA (1.18). For any g E 1 + ((X)) there exists a unique f l 1 + ((X)) 
such that j(Izf) = g. 
Proof of Theorem (1.16). Let FE GAA( (k)) and set g=j(F). By Lemma 
(1.18) we can find fsuch that j(A,) = g =j(F). Then the chain formula (1.3) 
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shows that, if S=/i,-l* F, then j(S)= 1. Thus SE SAj,((k)) and F=A,* S. 
Uniqueness follows since j(F) =j(/i,) and f is uniquely determined byj(/i,-). 
Proof of Lemma (1.17). Itis immediately seen that: 
. P1.L D,f) 
(from now on Di will denote a/M,). Thereore j(/if) isa matrix over /c[[“‘~ 
of the form f. Id,, + A, where A is a rank 1 matrix. The characteristic 
polynomial of -A is simply given by: 
det(T*Id,+A)= T”+ T”-‘tr(A)= P-‘(T+tr(A)), 
hence evaluating atT=f, we obtain J/i,) = det(J(/lf)) =f”- ‘(f+ tr(A)). 
But in our case, 
tr(A) = tr 
I 
n 
.(~lf,...,~,f) =(~1f,...,~,f) 1 
= 1 X;Di(f)= Af 
i=l 
thus the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Lemma (1.18). Suppose that g=j(A,)=f’-‘(f+Af), and 
write f= CdPO fd, g = Eda0 gd where fO = g, = 1, fd, gdE kyl. By Euler’s 
identity, Afd= dfd, therefore: 
gd= c (1 +Pn)fp,fpZ*-fpn. 
O<p,<d 
p,+ . ..fp.,=d 
Then we can define f inductively by:so = 1, 
c 
OCp,<d 
(1 tP,)fp,f,,-./r”). (1.19) 
p,+ ” +pn=d+ 1 
This shows that f exists and is uniquely determined byg as desired. 
Assembling results (l.l), (1.4), (l.lO), and (1.16) we get the following 
global description of the group GA,((k)): 
COROLLARY (1.20). Any element F of GA,((k)) can be written u iquely 
as F= T- 4; A,. S where: 
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(i) T: Xi I-+ Xi + oli and cli = F”‘(O) is a nilpotent constant; 
(ii) dg is a linear endomorphism, with g= J,-‘(F); 
(iii) A, is a pseudo-homothety with fs 1 mod((X)); 
(iv) S is a limit of products of automorphisms ofthe form eEt e --I, 
with e E E,(k), h = X$. . . X$ with d, + . *. + d,, > 2. 
2. THE EXPONENTIAL MAP 
We have mentioned in Section 1 that GAt((k)) is formally viewed as a 
subset of “Id + Eo” where P is a complete filtered algebra (i.e., p admits a
central filtration of ideals Ed with respect to which it is complete). The 
main advantage of this point of view is that we have an exponential map 
defined on E’: 
exp: E’-+Id+E’ 
LH 1 LLk. 
k>O k! 
exp is a continuous, GL,(k)-invariant bijection, with continuous inverse: 
log: Id + E’ + E’ 
(-l)k+i 
LHC k (L - Id)k. 
k>l 
Inside p we have the Lie algebra gall(k) ofk-linear derivations f kc”’ 
preserving the ideal (X). Its completion is the Lie algebra gaJl((k)) of 
derivations f kcc”‘I preserving the ideal ((X)). 
gaz((k)) isa complete filtered Lie algebra with respect to the filtration 
defined by ga,d((k)) = gaz( k)) n Ed. 
THEOREM (2.1). exp ga,!( (k)) = GA,!,( (k)). 
We postpone the proof or the time being. Using (2.1) we can reduce the 
problem of classifying E,(k)-normalized subgroups of GAA((k)) to a similar 
problem in ga,!J(k)). We need therefore to study the behaviour of exp with 
respect to E,(k)-normalized subgroups. For this purpose we quote a 
general result about complete liletered algebras, which is a consequence of
the Campbell-Hausdorff formula (see [3, Chap. III, Sect. 6, No. 4). 
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THFDREM (2.2). Let l? be a complete filtered Q-algebra. Then exp 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence: 
1 
=xP closed Lie Q-subalgebras -
ofE’ 14 i 
closed Q-divisible sub- 
groups of 1 + E’ I ’ 1% 
(We view E’ as a Lie algebra with bracket: [Ix, y] = xy - yx). 
Moreover, if h, f are closed Lie Q-subalgebras ofE’, and H= exp h, 
K= exp I, then 
(H, K)cH if and only if [lj, f] c b. 
For a proof of Theorem (2.2) in this form, see [6, Sect. 91. 
The divisibility condition for subgroups of 1 + E’ could limit heavily the 
number of cases to which the theorem applies. We now show that, when 
dealing with closed E,(k) -normalized subgroups of GAj,( (k)), the 
divisibility condition isautomatically satisfied. 
PROPOSITION (2.3). Any closed E,,(k)-normalized subgroup of GAA((k)) 
is Q-divisible. 
ProoJ: It is a simple xercise toshow that a group H= H’, complete 
with respect to a central filtration (Hd),, i, is Q-divisible if and only if 
Hd/Hd + I is Q-divisible forall d>, 1. Now a closed subgroup H of GAk((k)) 
is complete with respect tothe filtration given by H” = H n GA,d( (k)). Then 
Hd/Hdil 4 GA$(k))/GAt+‘((k)) N ga,(k),; thus if H is normalized by 
E,(k), the quotient Hd/Hd+’ is a Z[E,(k)]-submodule of g&(k),. By 
Theorem (3.9) of [5], we can conclude that Hd/Hd+ ’ is a k-module, hence 
that it is Q-divisible. 
Proposition (2.3) is quite interesting n itself. It implies inparticular that 
we can “extract mth-roots” in GAA( (k)); where the mth-root of an 
automorphism F is an automorphism G such that G composed with itself m 
times gives F. 
Proof of Theorem (2.1). First, let us show that exp gaA((k)) c GA!,((k)). 
Let DE gajJ(k)), f, ge kccnl’. By repeatedly applying Leibniz’ rule we get 
Dk(fg)= c zD”(f)D’(g). 
p+y=k P!4! 
Therefore, if F= exp D, 
F(fg)=~;O;D*(fg)=~~Op+~Z~&Dp(f)Dq(g)=F(flF(g). . . 
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Thus F is a k-algebra endomorphism of kccf17’, andit is obviously inver- 
tible, with inverse exp( - D). Since FE Id+ E’, we have FE GAA((k)). 
Now we must show that GAA((k))cexp gait(k)), i.e., that 
g =def log GA;(@)) c gak((k)). We have already shown that ga!,((k)) c g.
Since g is a closed Lie Q-subalgebra ofE’ (Theorem (2.2)), it is enough to 
prove that for any element Leg, its homogeneous component of lowest 
degree lies in ga!,((k)). Write L as L = L,+ L’ where L, is homogeneous of 
degree d and L’ E Ed+ ‘. We remark that Lk z L: mod E”+ ‘. 
Since L E g, exp L is a ring homomorphism, i.e., 
In particular, takingfand g homogeneous of degree rand s, the above 
remark implies that 
Lk(fg) = Lk,(fg) mod((X))dkfrfsf’ 
LP(f) L”(g)-L:(f) L;(g)mod((X))dkfr+s+’ (where k =p + q). 
In particular, both congruences hold modulo ((X))d+‘+s+’ for all k 
(they are tautologies for k = 0). Therefore, taking (*) modulo 
((Xl) d+r+s+‘, we get 
1 1 
k;. z mm = ,,I0 p!q! G(f) L%g). (**I 
Taking homogeneous components of degree d+ r + s in (**), we obtain 
L,(h) = 1 Lf;(f) L$b) = Ld(f) g +fLdk)- 
P.4 a 0 
p+y=l 
This means that L, is a derivation, i.e., that LdE gaA((k)). This concludes 
the proof of Theorem (2.1). 
We recall from [S] that the Lie algebra ga,(k) of k-derivations of kc”’ 
admits a Lie algebra decomposition: ga,(k) = k[“lA 8 sa,(k), where A = 
XI=, X&ax,. Since both sa,(k) and k [“‘A are closed subalgebras, thesame 
decomposition applies tothe completion: 
ga,((k)) =kCC”llA@ea,((k)). (2.4) 
Thus the group decomposition ofGA A((k)) given in (1.16) is the group 
theoretic analogue of (2.4). A more direct connection isprovided by the 
following: 
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PROPOSITION (2.5). (i) exp saA((k)) = X4:((k)); (ii) exp[((X)) d]= 
wz(W)). 
Proof: (i) Let U= exp saA( k)), u= log X4:((k)). We must show that 
(4 I-%)= U and (b) $hW cu. Theorem (2.2) ensures that U is a 
closed (divisible) subgroup of GAA((k)) and u is a closed Lie Q-subalgebra 
of &((k)); moreover they are both invariant under G&(k). By Theorem 
(1.10) SA!,((k)) is generated, asa closed E,(k)-normalized subgroup, by 
elements of the form Ef, where f~ ((X))* is independent ofXi. Thus we 
just need to show that E{E U. Indeed E{=exp(fD,)~exp sa!,((k)) = U.
This proves (a). 
The same proof applies to (b) since aA((k)) isgenerated as a closed 
Z[E,(k)]-module by derivations f the formfD, (f~ ((X))*,findependent 
of X,). (See Proposition (3.6) of [S]). 
(ii) Let f~ ((X)) and set D =fd. Then D(Xi) =fXi=derfiX,; so 
D2(Xi) = (f,4)(f,Xi) =f(dfi +fi) Xi =deff2Xi. In general, we will have 
Dk( Xi) =fkXi where fk = f (Afk _1 + fk _ 1 ). Therefore, 
so exp D = A, E dAA((k)). Similarly one shows that log ng E ((X)) A. 
3. THE CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
We assume from now on that n> 3. Fix a closed E,(k)-normalized sub- 
group H of GAA((k)) and set lj = log H. Since H is Q-divisible, Theorem 
(2.2) asserts hat his a closed Lie Q-subalgebra ofgaA( k)), invariant under 
E,(k). In order to describe such an object, we must extend the results 
proved in [S] to the Lie algebra ga,((k)). We recall some of the ter- 
minology used in [S], with some minor changes. 
A “level” ink is a sequence Z= (I,, I,, Z2,...,) of ideals of k. If I, = 0 we 
call Za truncated level. IfZ is a level, we set: 
I[“‘= @ I,@“, Z[c”II = n Z&“l; 
d>O da0 
thus Zcc”11 isthe completion fI[“]. 
A “split level” (respectively “truncated split level”) isa pair (Z, J) where Z 
is a level (resp. truncated level) and J is a truncated level (note that we 
require Jo = 0 in all cases). If(Z, .Z) is as above, we define eaL((k)), Jcc”llA, 
ga!,‘J)((k)) as the completions ofSal(k), JcnlA, gay)(k), respectively (see 
C51). 
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A level I= (I,,, I , I, ,..., ) iscalled “multiplicative” if I,.Z, c ZP + y (i.e., 
Zcc”11 isa subring of k Crf117); it iscalled “ideal” ifZ, c I,+, (i.e., Zcc”11 isan 
ideal of kcc”ll). 
The product of two levels Z and .Z is defined by 
(z.J),= C l;J,. 
p+q=d 
With this notation, (ZJ)cc”ll = Zcc”ll. JCE”“, and Z is a multiplicative 
level if and only if I. Z c I. 
Let now M be a closed Z[E,(k)]-submodule of gaA((k)), and denote by 
rrd: ga,j(k)) -+ gaA(k) the map defined by 
n,(M) is a E[E,(k)]-submodule of gaA(k), therefore by Theorem (4.1) of 
[S], it is graded. Thus, given any element D = C D, of M and an integer 
e 2 1, we will have D, E zd(M) for d 2 e. Since M is closed, M = bn,(M), 
thus D, E M. Therefore w can express M as the product of (Mn ga,(k),) 
(all e> l), thus M is the completion fM’ = Mn ga,(k). Using theorems 
(4.5) and (5.3) of [S], we deduce: 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let M be a closed Z[E,(k)]-submodule ofga!,((k)) 
(n 2 3). Then there xists a truncated split level (I, J) such that 
M = gaFJ)( (k)). 
Moreover: 
(i) M is a Lie subalgebra of ga,!,((k)) zf and only if: 
Z is a multiplicative level, I* J c Z n J and J, . J, c Jr + 4 if p # q; 
(ii) M is invariant under bracketing with sa,!((k)) tf and only if: 
Z and J are ideal evels and Jd c Zd+ 1 for ail d 2 1; 
(iii) M is invariant under bracketing with gaj,((k)) if and only if: 
ZandJareideallevelsandJdcZd,,,ZdcJd,,foralldZ1. 
We remark that the condition J,. J, c J,+, for p # q, listed in (i) is 
weaker than the multiplicativeness condition, for example, the level 
J= (0, k, 0, 0, O,...) isnot multiplicative but satisfies the above condition. 
DEFINITION (3.2). A split level (Z, J) is called an “s-related (respectively 
g-related) level” if it satisfies the properties listed in(ii) (resp. in(iii)). 
Now we go back to our original subgroup Z-Z and to $ = log H. We know 
that $ = ga!,‘+‘)((k)) for a certain truncated split level (Z, J) satisfying the
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properties listed in (i). We call (Z, J) the “level” of H; notice that 
H = exp ga, (kJ)((k)). In order to describe these subgroups more explicitly we 
give the following definition: 
DEFINITION (3.3). Let Z be a multiplicative le l of k, and denote by 
Z(1) the level (0, Z,, II,...,). We define the “congruence subgroups”: 
GAi((k))= {FEGA,(~)(F(X,)-X~~~~ Z(l)cc”ll}; 
SALt( = Wttk)) n s&t(k)); 
4X(k)) = GALttk)) n Uttk)). 
We will prove later that hese are actually subgroups. 
LEMMA (3.4). Let Z, J be two levels and assume that Z is multiplicative. 
Let f~ Jcc”71, FE GAL((k)), DE gaL((k)). Then: 
F(f)=f, D(f) E 0 mod(ZJ)CC”ll. 
Proof. If p E Z and Z is a level, define a new level Z(p) by 
Z(p),= 
i 
0 if d<p 
z ~ 
d P if d>p. 
Note that this is consistent with the definition of Z( 1) given in (3.3). 
It follows from the definition that: 
Z(p).J(q) c (ZJ)(p + 4); 
J,. kZ”l c J(e - d)[c”lI. 
(*I 
(**I 
To prove the lemma, we may assume without loss of generality that 
f=aX;II *. X$, where d, + ..-+d,=dand aEJd. 
Let now D be a derivation in gaL((k)), then: 
D(f)= i d,aX;‘I...X~~‘..‘X~D(Xi). 
i=l 
By (**) each term in the sum belongs to J(d- l-d)[r”ll*Z(l)rc”ll, 
which, by (*), is contained in(JZ)cc”ll asrequired. 
Let now ,F be an automorphism in GAL((k)) and set fi= pi’- Xi, so 
fi c Z( l)cc”ll; we have 
F(f)-f= 
481/108.‘1-4 
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Now f:l EZ(ei)CC”ll if e, > 0, therefore f4’ .. *fz E Z(e, + . . . + en)CCnll 
if e=e,+...+e,>O. Using (**) again, we see that F(f)- 
fEJ(d- e -d)cc”ll. Z(e)CC”ll c (JZ)cc”J1 Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION (3.5). Let Z be a truncated multiplicative level. Then 
ew vX(k)) = WX(k)). 
In particular, Theorem (2.2) implies that GAL((k)) is a closed subgroup, 
obviously normalized byGL,(k). Intersecting with X4,((k)) and AA,(( 
we deduce that he same holds for SAi((k)) and dAi((k)). 
Proof. Let D gal). We must show that (exp O)(Xj) -
Xi E Z( l)EC”ll, i.e., that 
But O(Xi) EZ( 1)C[n33, so by Lemma (3.4), 02(Xi) = 0(0(X,)) E
(Z~Z(l))[‘““CZ(l)[‘““. c ontinuing inthis way we get ok(Xi) EZ( l)[[“” for 
all k > 1 as desired. The other inclusion isproved in a similar way. 
DEFINITION (3.6). A split level (I, J) is called “related” ifZ and J are 
multiplicative le ls and ZJc In J. 
PROPOSITION (3.7). Let (Z, J) be a truncated related level, Then: 
0) ev 4((k)) = SAL(P)); 
(ii) exp Jcc”lld = dAi((k)); 
(iii) exp gaikJ)((k)) is the closed subgroup generated bySAL((k)) and 
dA[( (k)), which we will denote by GAi’+‘)( (k)). 
Proof: (i) and (ii) follow from propositions (3.5) and (2.5). To prove 
(iii), we observe that H=exp ga p”){(k)) is a closed subgroup of GA!,((k)); 
by (i) and (ii) it contains SAL((k)) and dAi((k)), thus H contains the 
group that we have defined to be GAFJ)((k)). Conversely t, =
log GAy)((k)) is a closed Lie subalgebra ofgaA( k)) containing sai((k)) 
and Jcc”lld, thus Q contains gap’)((k)) = Jcc”]]d @eaL((k)). 
We have thus proved: 
COROLLARY (3.8). Let H be a closed, E,,(k)-normalized subgroup of 
GAjj (k)). Assume that the level (I, J) of H is related. Then 
H = GAf’)( (k)). 
Remark (3.9). Since IJ = log H = ga iLJ)((k)) isa Lie subalgebra, we
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know that the split level (I, J) is “almost” related, inthe sense that all 
properties are satisfied except perhaps the one of .Z being multiplicative. 
The following example shows that here are subgroups whose level (Z, J) is 
not related; these subgroups form a class of closed E,(k)-normalized sub- 
groups which are not congruence subgroups. 
EXAMPLE (3.10). Set .Z= (0, k, O,O, 0,...,) and let $=gajp,-‘)((k))= 
Jcc”17d = k[“lA = {Zd 1 I is a linear form}. h is an abelian closed CL,(k)- 
invariant subalgebra, thus H= exp h is an abelian closed CL,(k)- 
normalized subgroup of level (0, J), which is not a related level. Let us 
identify H explicitly: let D = fA E h, then Dk(Xi) = k! lkXi. So (expD)(Xj) = 
CC kaOIk) xi=(l/(l-l))xi. Th us if = l/( 1- I), 1 - l/f is a linear form 
and exp D = Ap Therefore H= (/1,1 1 - l/f Eki”]}; clearly H is not a con- 
gruence subgroup. 
In the more interesting cases this technical problem does not actually 
arise. More precisely, etH be an E,(k)-normalized subgroup of GAA((k)) 
of level (Z, J), and let h= log H = ga, cLJ)((k)). It is immediately verified that 
an s-related or g-related level is automatically related, and we know from 
Proposition (3.1) that (Z, J) is s-related (resp. g-related) if [h, sai((k))] c lj 
(resp. [b, ga!,((k))] t h). By Theorem (2.2) the above condition issatisfied 
if and only if H is normalized by SAk((k)) (resp. by GAi((k))). Since 
EAj,((k)) = X4:((k)) and &4:((k)) = EA~((k))~E,(k), we can conclude: 
COROLLARY (3.11). Let H be a closed subgroup of GAk( (k)) normalized 
by &4:((k)) (resp. GAlj((k))) oflevel (Z, J). Then H= GALLJ)((k)) and (Z, J) 
is an s-related (resp. g-related) level. 
At this point we would like to have a more explicit description of 
GA;‘,n((k)). This is achieved in the following: 
PROPOSITION (3.12). Let (Z, J) be a related truncated level. Then 
GAcLJ’((k)) = AA’(( SA’((k)) ” 
= (FEGA:((k))~F=rll.$~~ 1 mod Jcc”ll, SESA!,((k))}. 
In order to prove the proposition, we need two simple lemmas: 
LEMMA (3.13). Let J be a truncated multiplicative level and let f E 1 + 
((X)). Then: 
/ire AA;l((k))ofr 1 mod Jcc”]] oj(A,) E 1 mod Jcc”ll. 
ProoJ The first equivalence is obvious. For the second one, we recall 
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that j(/i,) =f”- ‘(f-t df) (Lemma (1.17)). If f- 1 mod .Zcc”ll, then df- 0 
mod .Zccflll, so f+ df= 1 mod Jcc”“. Since .Zcc”ll is a subring of kcc”ll, it
follows that f”- ‘(f-t df) = 1 mod Jcc”77. 
Conversely, assume that g=j(/if) is congruent o 1 mod Jcc”ll. Let 
f=CdTOfd, g=CdaOgd (fO=g,,= 1) be the decomposition ofjand g into 
homogeneous components; then using formula (1.19), one sees easily by 
induction d that fd+ i has coefficients i  .Zd+ ,. This shows that f= 1 
mod Jcc”]I as required. 
Lemma (3.14). Let (Z, J) be a related split level, and let P or Q denote 
either Z or J. Let FE GA,P((k)) and f, ge k’-[“‘I. Zffsg mod Qtt”“, then 
F(f) = F(g) mod Qcrfll]. 
Proof By Lemma (3.4), F(f) = I;(g) mod ( PQ)CCn31, but in all cases 
PQ c Q since the level (Z, J) is related. 
Proof of Proposition (3.12). Let H denote the right-hand side of the 
equality we are trying to prove. Then clearly H c GAz,‘)((k)). 
For the opposite inclusion, we just have to show that H is a closed sub- 
group. Since d&((k)) and SAi((R)) are closed and the decomposition 
maps /1,.S+-+/I/, f /1* St+ S are continuous, it follows that H is closed. 
To show that it is a subgroup, let F, G be elements of H, F= A,-* SI, 
G = dg. S,. Sincej(Af) and j(n,) are congruent to 1 mod Jcc”ll; by Lemma 
(3.14) j(FG) = AyS,(j(A,))j(A,) z 1mod J CCnll. Itfollows from (3.13) that 
FG = A,. S, where h = 1 mod J[[“]]. 
Now we must show that SE SAL((k)), orsimply that SE GAL((k)). Since 
S= n;‘/?fS,/1,S, =,4,‘/l,/i,(/i;‘S,n,) z, and by Lemma (3.14) 
/1;‘S,/1, and S, both belong to GAi((k)), we are reduced to showing that 
,4; ln,-ng E GAi((k)). Using (3.13) once more, we can further reduce to 
proving that j(,4,‘/l,n,) = 1 mod Z CCn13. A simple computation with the 
chain formula shows that: 
A4?/i,/i,)=4’ j(FG) .( > 
AW,) 
Therefore w just need to show that j(A,A,)sj(FG) mod Zcc”17. Work- 
ing modulo Zcc”11 we have j(FG)=F(j(G))-j(F)=F(j(A,)).j(A,)= 
n,S,(j(n,))j(n,)=n,(j(n,))j(,4,)=j(/i,n,) as desired. 
Similarly one shows that H contains the inverse of all its elements. 
In the last section wewill describe the subgroups GAF’)((k)) explicitly in 
the case where k is a field. 
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4. NORMALIZED SUBGROUPS OF GAlj((k)) 
In this ection we extend the results ofSection 3 to subgroups of the 
whole group GAlj((k)). We continue to assume throughout that n> 3. 
We want to study the behaviour of normalized subgroups with respect to
the decomposition: 
GAI)((k)) = G&((k)) >a GL,(k). 
DEFINITION (4.1). We denote by Z,(k) the center of GE,(k). For an 
ideal Iof k, we let rr, be the natural map K,: GL,(k) + GL,(k/Z). Let J be 
another ideal of k. We set: 
(i) GLL(k) = ker n,; 
(ii) G’Li(k) = ~;l(Z~(k/l)); 
(iii) GL(hJ)(k) = n~l(Z (k/Z) n GL ;‘+ ““‘(k/Z)); 
(iv) E:(L) = the norma; subgroup of E,(k) generated bymatrices of 
the form e; = Id, + cleU (~1 EZ, i #j E { l,..., n} ). 
The normal subgroups of GL,(k) are described inthe following: 
THEOREM (4.2) (Bass, GolubEik, Wilson). Let k be any commutative 
ring and let Z’ be an E,,(k)-normalized subgroup of GL,(k) (n> 3). Then 
there xists an ideal Z of k (called the level of Z) such that: 
and 
E;(k) c f c G’L;(k) 
(C W,(k)) = E;(k). 
This implies inparticular that any E,(k)-normalized subgroup is actually 
normal in GL,(k). Theorem (4.2) is proved in greater generality in [S]. 
The same proof goes through in the case where k is a commutative ring, 
with no further assumptions. 
We want to prove now that E,(k)-normalized subgroups of GAi((k)) 
behave well with respect tothe decomposition. More precisely: 
THEOREM (4.3). Let NC GAI)((k)) b e a closed subgroup, normalized by 
E,(k). Then 
N= (Nn GA!,((k)) x (Nn GL,(k)). 
Proof Define G; = GA:( (k))/GAf( (k)) (d > e). Then Gi+ 1 1: ga,(k)d 
and Gz= G: >Q GL,(k). 
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Claim 1. We only need to prove the theorem for subgroups of Go. 
Proof Let 4d: GAz((k)) + Gz be the natural map, and let 
J,-‘: GAz((k))-,GL,(k) be the projection with kernel GAi((k)). If 
: Gz + GL,(k) is the projection with kernel Gi, we have 7td. dd= J,-‘. To 
?ow that N splits i equivalent toshowing that J; ‘(N) c qSd(N) for d% 0. 
Since J,~‘(N)=~c~(@~(N)), we have reduced to showing that 
rcd($JN)) c (bd(N), i.e., that (bd(N) splits. 
Claim 2. We can assume that N c Gi, , >a GL,(k) N ga,(k)d >Q GL,(k). 
ProoJ: Let N be an E,(k)-normalized subgroup of Gz+ , , and proceed 
by induction on d. In case d= 1 there is nothing to show since 
NC G, 1 x GL,(k), so we can assume that da 2. 
Let FEN, F=gF with g = xnd(F) EGL,(k), FE G:, ‘. By induction, N 
splits modulo G$+, therefore, modulo G$+‘, ge N; i.e., there exists 
S++, such that gSE N. Since gSE N n (Gj, ’ >a GL,(k)), we only have 
to show that the latter g oup splits. 
We have to study now E,(k)-invariant subgroups of 
U=def ga,(k) d >a GL,(k). We will denote the elements of U as {D, g} 
(DE ga,(k),, ge GL,(k)), reserving the notation (g, h) for group com- 
mutator. 
The operations inU are defined by 
{as} . {D’, h} = {D+@‘, gh}; {D,g}-‘=(-g-‘&g-‘}. 
- 
The GL,(k)-action s defined by: h{D, g} = { hD, hgk ’ }. We will think of 
ga,(k), and GL,(k) as subgroups of U. 
Now let N be a subgroup of U invariant under E,,(k). Then N’= 
Nn ga,(k), is a Z[E,(k)]-submodule of ga,(k),; thus, by theorem (3.9) of 
[5], there are two ideals Z and J of k such that N’ = gay’(k),. Moreover 
the projection Z= n,(N) is an E,(k)-normalized subgroup of GL,(k), so by 
theorem (4.2) there is an ideal L of k such that Q(k) c Z’c G’L,L(k) and 
(r, G&t(k)) = E,L(k). 
Claim 3. It suffices to prove that E:(k) c N. 
Proo$ Assume that E,L(k) c N and let us prove that N splits. Pick 
(D, g} EN. Being invariant under E,(k), N will contain the commutator: 
({D,g}-‘, e,i’)= {-g-‘D+g-‘e,i’D, (g-l, e,;‘)} 
= {g-‘(a,D), l}. (g-j, e,i’) 
(here a,= e,l’ -Zd,, EZ[E,(k)]). Since gE f, the commutator (g-‘, e,;‘) 
belongs to (Z, GL,(k)) = E,L(k), since the latter is contained in N by 
assumption, (g-‘, e,yl)E N, thus {g-‘(a,D), l} belongs to N’ = gaFJ’(k)d. 
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Since the latter isCL,(k)-invariant, it follows that a,DE N’ for all i#j. 
Lemma (4.2) of [5] implies then that D sfDi + qA mod N’, wherefand q 
are independent ofXi. Since this happens for all ts and since d2 1, we con- 
clude that D E 0 mod N’; so D E N’ c N. This shows that N splits and thus 
proves Claim 3. 
Now we prove that E!(k) c N. Fix an element a E L, then et, Er= rrnd(N). 
Thus N will contain an element of the form: 
F(D) 2’ {D, e;,}. 
Claim 4. We can assume that D =pD, + q where p and q are indepen- 
dent of X,. 
Proof: For all k < n, N contains the commutator: 
V(D)-‘, e,‘)= {e~OL(ankD), I}, 
so we can conclude as before that D -pD, + qA mod N. Setting D’ = 
pD,+qA, we have D= D’+ D” and {D”, 1 } E N. Hence N contains 
{D”, 1)-‘-F(D)= (D’, e;, }= F(D’) as required. 
Claim 5. We can assume that D = bXf+ ‘D, + yXfA for some /I, yE k. 
Proof: Let D =pD, + qA be as in claim 4, with F(D) EN. For k # 1, N 
contains 
V’(D)-‘, e,&‘) = {e,y(& D), l}. 
The same argument as before shows that ak, DE N’ =ga!~~~)(k),. But 
ak, D = (ak, p) D, + (ak, q) A, so we can assume that p and q are indepen- 
dent of X, for all k # 1. Thus p and q have the required form. 
Claim 6. We can assume that D = yX;‘A for some y E k. 
ProojI Let D = /%I’, d+ ‘D + yX;‘A be as in claim 5, with F(D) E N. Since 
n > 2. N contains the elemeit 
V’(D)-‘, e,z’)= (e,Ya,,D), e;,}. 
property (3.4) of [S], we know that a,,D= 
(d?l)! /?Xf+‘Dn+d! yXfA, so e n;“(lJ,2D)=a12D. Thus N contains the 
commutator: 
({ad4 ep12}p1, eii’)= {WA l}. 
Since af,D = a$(/?Xy+ ‘0,) + af,(yX;‘A), itfollows that p(a$X;‘+ l) E 
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0 mod Z. But a2 Xf+ ’ is not a zero-divisor m dulo Z, thus we must have 12 
/I EZ, hence fix;‘+ ’ D, E ga, cLJ)(k), c N. Therefore D z yX;‘A mod N. 
Now we have an element yE k such that F(yXf’d) = {yX;‘d, e;, 1E N. 
Suppose that d> 2. Then, as we have shown in the proof of Claim 6, 
a,2(yxp)~~yfbf, h encey E J. Then D E N, hence ;, = { -D, 1 } . F(D) EN. 
Since c( was arbitrary in L, we have shown that E:(k) is contained inN as 
required. 
If instead d= 1, then N contains the element: 
( {yX1 4 Cl 1, e%‘) = 1% G 1 
Once again, we can conclude that E,L(k) c N. Theorem (4.3) is thus com- 
pletely proved. 
Now we analyze under what conditions a ubgroup N= N’ >a f is nor- 
malized by EAz((K)) or G&((R)). To do this we need the following: 
LEMMA (4.4). Let Zc CL,(k) be a subgroup normalized by E,,(k) of 
level Zand let Z’ be the minimal ideal of k such that ZC CL:(k). Define the 
level J as J= (0, Z’, Z’, Z’,...). Then SAi((k)) (respectively AA$(k))) is the 
minimal congruence subgroup containing (Z’, %4:((k))) resp. (f, AA:((k) 
Proof: It is immediate to verify that (Z, SA!,((k))) c SAi((k)). Let us 
show that SAi((k)) is minimal. Assume that (Z, SA!,((k))) c SA,P((k)) for 
some level P. We must show that JC P, i.e., that Z’ c Pd for all d3 1. 
For any a E Z, e”;3 E EL(k) c Z’, therefore ( &, E$+‘) = EiX2+ ‘*3)df’ E 
SAf’((k)), hence a E Pd. This shows that Zc P,. Working in the ring k/Z, 
we can now assume that Z= 0. Then Z is central and I’ is generated 
by elements 2~ 1 + k” such that g= (1 - 2) Zd,E Z’. Imposing that 
(g-‘, E$+‘)= E!‘-(‘-“f)$+’ belongs to SAr((k)) we conclude that 
(1 - I)dr 1 mod P,. Since 1 - 1 is a unit, it “follows that ,l EPd. This 
shows that Z c Pd as desired. 
A similar gument works for AA:(( 
Remark (4.5). SAi((k)) is actually equal to (Z, SA:((k))), but this fails 
in general for AA:(( 
Let N be as in theorem (4.3), N’= Nn GAA((k)), Z= Nn CL,(k). Let 
(Z, J) be the level of N’ and I, the level of f. We then say that N has level 
(Z’, J) where Z’= (I,, I,, Z, ,..., )  
THEOREM (4.6). Let N c GAz((k)) be a closed E,,(k)-normalized sub- 
group of level (Z, J) and assume that (Z, J) is related. Set Z= Nn CL,(k), 
I= (0, I,, I,, I, ,..., )  Then 
N= GA’zJ)((k)) >a Z- n and E;(k) t Z-C G’L$‘(k). 
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Moreover: 
(i) N is normalized by SAf,((k)) ifand only if (I, J) is s-related and 
Tc GL;‘b’l’(k); 
(ii) N is normalized by GAi((k)) if and oniy if (Z, J) is g-related and 
Z-c GL;fb”n”“(k). 
Proof. The lirst part has already been proved in Corollary (3.8) and 
Theorem (4.2). Set N’ = N n GAA((k)) = GAFJ)((k)). 
(i) Since N’ is automatically normalized by Z, it follows that N is 
normalized by SAL((k)) if and only if: 
(a) (Z, SAh((k))) c N’ and 
(b) W’, sA;((W c N’. 
We know already that (b) is satisfied f and only if the level (7, J) is 5- 
related. By Lemma (4.4), (a) is satisfied f and only if Z contains the level 
(0, Ib, ZO, I0 ,..., )  This is equivalent tosaying that Zc GLpfi)(k)) and that 
Zoc Id for all d2 1. This last condition, together with the e-relatedness of 
(Z, J) is equivalent tothe s-relatedness of (I, J). 
(ii) Once again N’ is normalized by GAA((k)) if and only if (7, J) is 
g-related. Moreover we have (f, GAi((k))) c N’ if and only if 
(Z’, SAA((k))) c N’ and (Z, AA!,(( c N’, since AA:( normalizes N’
in case (z J) is g-related. Thefirst atement isequivalent to f c GLkf~‘~)(k) 
and I0 c I,. The second statement isequivalent by Lemma (4.4) to the con- 
dition Jx (0, Z& &, G,...,), which in turn is equivalent to Z,,c J, and 
f c GLi’baJl)(k). Thisconcludes the proof. 
Theorem (4.6) gives a complete list of all closed EAH((k))-normalized or 
GAz((k))-normalized subgroups of GAz((k)). We remark that the only 
ambiguity comes from the linear part of the subgroup. 
In the next section we will make these results more explicit n the case 
where k is a field. 
5. THE CASE OF A FIELD 
In this ecton we restate he previous results inthe case where k is a 
field, ofcharacteristic zero. We continue to assume that n>/ 3. 
Since k has no ideals other than 0 and itself, a level Z of k is identified by 
a subset S of integers inthe following way: 
z, = 
0 if p 6 S; 
k if pc S. 
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Now suppose that I is an ideal evel, i.e., that Z, c Z, + r. Then p E S =P 
p + 1 E S, so S = {m E FV ( m 2 p 3. The corresponding level is given by 
0 P- 1P 
1 1 1 
k(p) 2’ (0, 0 ,..., 0, k, k, k ,..., )  
We remark that 
(i) k(p)-k(q)=k(p+q); 
(ii) k(p)cc”I1 = ((X))p; 
(iii) GAz’P)((k)) = GA,p((k)). 
We analyze now the subgroups GA, (fiy)((k)) corresponding to the levels 
(k(p), k(q)). We remark that these levels are always related. 
Consider first he case where q>p. Then GAz((k))c GA,P((k)), so 
GAkp-4)((k)) = AA;(( SA,p((k)) c GAp((k)). Moreover, ifFE GAkfiq)((k)), 
we can write F= .4f. S where f 3 1 mod((X))Y. In particular, by 
Lemma (3.13),j(F)=j(Af)= 1 mod((X))q. Thus, if H= {FEGA,P((~))~~(F) 
z 1 mod((X))Y}, we have seen that GAj/q)((k)) is contained inH. 
Conversely, assume that FE H. If F decomposes as A,-. S, we have 
j(A,) - 1 mod((X))q, and therefore, by (3.13) again, j-3 1 mod((X))q. In
particular f= 1 mod((X))P so S= /I,+. FE SA;((k)) n G&((k)) = 
SA;((k)). Thus FE GAij’-*)((k)). We have shown 
(5.1) Ifq>p, 
GAfi)((k)) = {FE GA{((k))l j(F) E 1 mod((X))q). 
Now suppose that qdp and let F=A,.SEGA~~)((~)). Set g=f-1, 
g,=S”‘-Xi. Then gE((X))Y, g,e((X))p+’ and F”‘=A,-(X,+g,)= 
Xi+gXi+ A,(g,) = Xi+gXi mod((X))P+ ‘. 
Conversely, it is immediate to verify that an automorphism F such that 
fi” E Xi + gXi mod( (X))p +’ belongs to GALPsq)( (k)). Therefore: 
(5.2) If q <p: 
FEGAt((k)) ysymod((X))P+‘]. 
I J 
Let now N be a closed subgroup of GAz((k)) normalized by E&((k)) 
(resp. GAlj((k))), and let (Z, J) be its level. (Z, J) is an e-related (resp. g- 
related) level, inparticular I and J are ideal evels. It follows that I= k(p), 
J=k(q) for some pb0, 421. Moreover JdcZd+, (resp. JdcZd+l, 
Id c Jd+ ,); this translates into p < q + 1 (resp.  d q + 1 and q <p + 1, i.e., 
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1 p - q ) < 1). Finally, for the linear part r= N n G&(L), we know 
from Theorem (4.5) that EfP(k) c TC GLp’l)(k) (resp. Ejp(k) c TC 
GL(‘~‘J^~J)(~)). It iseasily seen that: n 
E;(k) = (11 
if p>O 
Sk,(k) if p=O; 
I 
GL,Sk) if p=O 
GLp”‘(k) = Z,(k) if p=l 
111 if p>l; 
I 
GL(k) if p=O 
GL”b’l n J”(k) =” Z,(k) if p=l and q=l 
(11 if p>l or q>l. 
Therefore, ifp = 0, r is a subgroup containing SL,(k); if p = 1 (resp. if
p = q = l), r is a central subgroup; and if p > 1 (resp. ifp or q are bigger 
than l), r is trivial. We can now gather all these facts into the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM (5.3). Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let N be a 
closed subgroup normalized by EAlj((k)) (resp. by GAlj((k))). Then there 
exists a pair of integers’ (p, q) with p, q 2 1, p < q + 1 (resp. p, q 3 1 and 
Jp-qJ Q 1) such that 
N = GAfiq)((k)) or N= l-. GAa’sq’((k)) 
(resp. 
N= GApq)((k)) or N= r. GA;‘,‘)((k)) = r* GA;((k))); 
where r is a subgroup of GL,(k) which is either central or contains SL,(k). 
The groups GA !/‘,q)((k)) are the ones described in(5.1) and (5.2). 
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